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DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

Corporate Office - White Plains, New York

**J. P. Bayne, Executive Vice President, Nuclear Generation
*R. Burns, Vice President, Nuclear Support - BWR

**A. Klausmann, Vice President, Quality Assurance (QA)
**J. D. Leonard, Vice President, Design & Analysis (D&A)
**G. Wilverding, Manager, Nuclear Safety Evaluation
**W. Moritz, Director, Design Engineering & Drafting Section
**J. F. Davis, Director, Nuclear Section, D&A
**W. Simpson, QA Manager, JAF
**A. Decker, Manager, Operational Analysis and Training
**T. H. Landers, Acting Director, Nuclear Operations and Maintenance

J. Moyle, Manager, Operational Evaluation
G. Lazlo, Records Manager

**L. Guaquil, Director, Project Engineering
J. Schoenbaum, Supervisor Project Support Engineer

**J. Gray, Jr., Director, Nuclear Licensing
S. Iyer, Supervisor, Nuclear Analysis Engineering, D&A

**R. Ram, Director, Piping and Process System, D&A
R. Deem, Supervisor, Nuclear System Engineering, D&A

James A. FitzPatrick (JAF) Site

*C. A. McNeill, Resident Manager
*W. Fernandez, Maintenance Superintendent
J. Fitzgerald, Maintenance Supervisor
D. Lindsey, Shift Supervisor

*V. Walz, Senior Plant Engineering Supervisor
J. Hoddy, Project Manager for Major Modifications, JAF

,

| M. C. Cosgrove, QA Superintendent
| J. Carroll, QA Supervisor

J. Kerfien, QC Supervisor
*R. Baker, Technical Services Superintendent
J. Cook, Operating Documents Coordinator
R. Liseno, Operations Superintendent

,

| J. Troia, Office Manager
! E. Zufelt, Drawing Control Supervisor

The inspectors also interviewed additional members of the staff of Tech-
nical Services, Quality Assurance, Quality Control, Maintenance,BWR
Support, Design & Analyses, and other organizations during the inspection.

* denotes those present at the site exit interview on November 5, 1982.
** denotes those present at the corporate exit interview on November 10,

,

1982

|
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2. Scope of Inspection

The Region I Systematic Assessment of Licensee Performance (SALP) Board
in May 1982 placed the functional area of plant operations for JAF in
Category 3. A Category 3 rating indicates that NRC attention should be
increased.

'

The inspection concentrated on plant modifications as an area which
interfaces with almost all plant organizations and many corporate organi-
zations providing support to JAF. This approach afforded an excellent
means to assessJAF plant operations in the areas of design, installation,
quality assurance, quality control, maintenance and committees. In
addition, modifications provided a central theme to assess corporate

| functions which interface with JAF such as project engineering, design,
offsite committee, and quality assurance. Further, modifications inter-
faced directly with several ongoing JAF problems; records management'

and document control. The inspection provided an overview of interface
controls, mantgement support, and ability of the total organization to
s3fely operate JAF.

The inspection was oriented toward a determination of effectiveness of the
PASNY and JAF organizations. However, if noncompliances with regulatory
requireme.its were observed, they were to be cited as violations.

3. General Overview.

3.1 Oganization and Staffing

During the past 18 months PASNY/JAF has undergone 'several major
management changes and reorganizations both at the site and the
corporate offices. The inspectors reviewed the organization struc-
ture and compared the descriptions with the in place organizations.
Policies, procedures and functional descriptions for the organiza-
tions were examined and the staffing of many of the organizational
elements was assessed. The inspectors interviewed most of the senior
managers involved with JAF operations and support, many of the line
managers, and many of the staff members.

3.1.1 James A. FitzPatrick (JAF) Nuclear Power Station

The inplace organization structure and designated managers are in
accordance with the organizations charts and descriptions. There
have been several realignments of the JAF organization over the past
18 months but it has been relatively stable since March, 1982.

The inspectors interviewed all of the managers and supervisors listed
in Section 1 of this report. Some general results of those inter-
views are:

there was almost unanimous opinion among the managers and staff.

interviewed that the reorganizatior, has increased operational
effectiveness of the JAF station. ,

-
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all commented on the improvement in station cleanliness..

a majority of those interviewed noted that there has been a.

significant increase of involvement by corporate organizations
in station activities. This was particularly noticeable in
design and modification activities.

most managers expressed the opinion that they received adequate.

support from the Resident Manager and corporate offices.

there were several comments that the station did not receive.

adequate support in the contract administration area, i.e., the
station did not have enough flexibility in administering site
contracts and corporate offices were slow in responding to site
requests. (see paragraph 3.1.5 for details).

The inspectors noted that the reorganizations shortoned the span of
control for supervisors (Maintenanceh promptly appraised the Senior
Management by communication of troublesome functions (records manage-
ment), and resulted in personnel changes in management positions.
The net result appears to be a more effective organization.

The JAF staff has been expanded in several areas (Technical Services
Quality Assurance, and Maintenance) and the current staffing is at
authorized levels for most functional groups. One notable exception
to the effectiveness of the reorganization is the Maintenance Depart-
ment where some newly created supervisory positions are still vacant.
(See paragraph 6.4 for details)

3.1.2 James A. FitzPatrick Facilities

The inspectors noted during the management interviews, and in subse-
quent inspection activities, that the JAF at present does not have
adequate space to house the site staff. Most managers, with the
exception of the Resident Manager and perhaps a few senior managers,'

shared extremely small offices with assistants. In other cases, the
offices of staff personnel were overcrowded and cramped. The Resi-
dent Manager was concerned about this situation and was actively
pursuing a semi permanent structure to alleviate the overcrowded
conditions. The site proposal for the additional space will be

i submitted to corporate management for approval.

3.1.3 Corporate - Nuclear Generation

The corporate organization has been restructured to provide a dedi-
cated support organization for the PASNY nuclear plants. The new
organization provides a separate support organization for BWR opera-
tions which allows concentration on the JAF facility.

The Nuclear Generation organization is staffed almost at the author-
ized levels. The authorized staff appears adequate to support JAF.
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Interviews with Nuclear Generation staff members and managers indi-
cate the new organization, although undergoing some growing pains, is
relatively effective in providing JAF support services. Modification
activity appears' to be established and is interfacing well with the
site and Design & Analysis Division of Engineering. The inspectors
noted that the BWR Support, Operations and Maintenance Section does not
have clearly defined responsibilities or procedures for conducting
its activities.

3.1.4 Cc:porate Engineering - Design & Analysis

The Design & Analyses Division supports JAF and other PASNY organi-
zations and performs engineering and design services as requested.
This organization has been completely restructured and staffed at a
'evel that will permit PASNY to become independent of contractors,

that have in the past performed design activities for JAF.

Design & Analyses has increased its staff by a factor of five over
the past two years. It now has the capability to perform conceptual,
system, and detailed design to support JAF. In addition, this
organization has been assigned the responsibility for drawing control.

3.1.5 Contracts Administration

The inspectors interviewed the manager of contracts in the White.

Plains Office (WPO). The negative comments of the site staff were
discussed and it was generally agreed that the process of contract
administration was fairly rigid. This was done essentially for
fiscal control. The contract administrator related that if there was
a situation which required prompt approval, there was a mechanism-

whereby it could be obtained on a same-day basis.
I In the discussions the manager stated that a revision to the present

contract authorization procedure was in process. The revision would
give greater authority to the JAF Resident manager in terms of the
dollar limit and scope or changes to a contract. This revision
however, will require the Resident Manager to institute safeguards to
assure fiscal control is maintained.

3.2 Corporate Policies / Procedures

PASNY nuclear policies are defined in the Nuclear Administration
Policies (NuAP) manual. Because of the extensive reorganization of
PASNY corporate activities, many of the specifics of these policies

| are no longer accurate. For a specific example, see paragraph 5.5.
Observations and discussions with PASNY staff also indicate the need
for revision of the Nuclear Generation Procedures (NGPs) as these
also do not, in many instances, describe functions and orerations cf
the organizations. Examples of deficiencies in the NGPs are an
incorrect organization chart of the Operational Analysis and Train Mg

|
'

:

I
_. - _ _ _
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Division, the description of various responsibilities within the
divisions, and how the Operational Analysis function of Nuclear
Generation is to be conducted. The inspectors noted that there are
revisions to some of the old procedures and drafts of new procedures
in process.

The Design & Analysis Division of Engineering has an extensive set
of procedures to control Design Analysis activities. The inspectors
found these to be very good although they are, in a few instances,
not compatible with the Nuclear Administrative Procedures (NuAPs).
In addition, clarification of design verification to meet the NRC
position is necessary (see paragraph 4.6.2.2).

In summary, the corporate policy and procedures need to be revised
to remove inconsistencies and provide current information. The
BWR support organization lacks proceaures for their operations to
assure compatibility with JAF and D&A.

4. Design and Design Control

4.1. Objective

The objective of this part of the inspection was to assess the
effectiveness of design controls, the adequacy of design organization
support, and the interfaces among participating design organiza-
tions.

4.2. Criteria

Criteria used for this assessment were:

10 CFR 50, Appendix B
10 CFR 50.59
ANSI N45.2.11
Regulatory Guide 1.64
NRC Standard Review Plan

4.3. Documents Reviewed

The inspectors reviewed policies and procedures applicable to design and
modification, Plant Operation Review Committee (PORC) meeting minutes,
design package records, quality assurance audit records, and other appli-
cable records as identified in Exhibit 1.

4.4. Interviews

The inspectors interviewed managers and engineers involved in the design
process and assurance of design. These individuals are included in
Section 1 of this report.

_ __
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'4.5. Site Activities

4.5.1. Organization and Staffing
.

Engineering and design activities on site are the responsibility of
the Technical Services Organization which is directed by the Tech-
nical Services Supe.*intendent who reports to the Superintendent
of Power. Reporting to the Technical Services Superintendent are the
Senior Plant Engineering Supervisor, the Plant Performance Supervisor
and the Drawing Control Supervisor. Design, installation and_ testing,

activities associated with plant modifications are managed by the
Senior Plant Engineering Supervisor through the Plant Engineers. .

,
The staffing level of PASNY-employed plant engineers has remained

! stable over the last 20 months at the currently budgeted level.
i There has been a fluctuating number of contractor engineers assigned

in this area, the numbers assigned being a function of the modifi-
cations workload. Two of the permanent staff members are presently
enrolled in the training program for senior operators. Their. posi-;

t tions are being filled by two contractors. The calendar year 1983
budget allocates 2 more plant engineer positions and recruiting to
fill these positions is underway. It is the opinion of JAF manage-

4~
ment personnel that the 1983 authorized staff level should be adequate
to handle the current and projected modification workload. Based on
the NRC review in the area, it is possible for the staff to handle.

. current and projected modifications if: 1).the plant engineers'
function will remain more project management oriented.instead of
detailed design; 2) only higher priority modifications are scheduled
-for work with few low priority jobs worked off the backlog, and 3)
detailed design is performed by corporate engineering. Based on
subsequent interviews and review of corporate support this appears to
be attainable.

i . The position descriptions for the senior plant engineering supervisor,
plant engineer and assistant plant engineer were reviewed. These,

position descriptions agreed with the tasks described by the indivi-
duals interviewed. .The qualifications of two plant engineers were
reviewed and compared to the elements of their position description.

| These individuals were well qualified to perform their assigned-
| functions.

The technical training program for the engineering staff was re-
viewed. No formalized training program has been implemented.
However, specific engineers have been designated to attend courses on.

! applicable topics such as BWR systems, ASME codes and pipe stress
analysis. A draft document which will formalize the training program
is being reviewed by management. This draft program consists of

i about 17 weeks of formalized-training and covers BWR systems and
training in the principal engineering disciplines, codes and stan-

,

dards, regulations and administrative matters. There is no schedule,

for implementation of this program.
|* ,

.

!

.___. _____-- . - .-.- . . - - . . . _ . _ _. . . _. -
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4.5.2. Site Design Activities

Modifications are controlled onsite using Work Activities Control
Procedure (WACP) 10.1.6. This procedure specifies the modification
initiation guidelines, describes the review cycle whereby proposed
modifications are accepted and defines the responsibilities of the
onsite and offsite organizations.

WACP 10.1.6 specifies that the Resident Manager has the authority
for final approval of plant modifications and decides, in concert
with the Technical Services Superintendent, if the design work for
the modification should be done onsite or through the corporate
office. The department superintendents are charged with review of
modifications from the perspective of the impact on areas under their
cognizance. The Technical Services Superintendent manages the
modification process through the assignment of a responsible en-
gineer. WACP 10.1.6. further discusses evaluations pursuant to 10
CFR 50.59, defines the interface boundaries among onsite and offsite
organizations and specifies the criteria for closecut of modification
packages.

The site design and engineering activities are controlled by En-
gineering and Design Procedures (EDP's) which provide controls to
assure that the design activity conforms with ANSI N45.2.11 and
Regulatory Guide 1.64.

One aspect of design process control is lacking in these site proce-
dures. Orally transmitted information, which can become part of the
design input or verification process, is not required to be docu-
mented by any of the procedures reviewed. Oral information such as
that obtained through rueetings and telephone conversations must be
documented and made a part of the~ design record to permit the level
of review requisite to assuring a good design.

The JAF backlog of open and partially completed modifications has
been a concern of the NRC and the backlog of open and partially
completed modifications at the facility is not decreasing. This
backlog is due, in part, to the initiation and closecut process
specified by WACP 10.1.6. Any individual may initiate a modification,

propcsal. It is the responsibility of the individual's department
superintendent, the Superintendent of Power and the Resident Manager
to accept the proposal for work. Modifications are assigned one of
three priorities for accomnlishment: the highest deals with safety
issues, the lowest with convenience items. Judging from the size of
the current backlog and the priorities assigned to modifications in
progress, probably too many low priority modifications are accepted,
or, management does not fully consicer the availability of personnel
resources to complete the proposed modifications. This results in a
high number of proposed modifications being accepted for initiation.

, _ _
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The backlog is further compounded by the criteria for closecut of
modifications which require completion of activities outside the
design organizations and JAF. These activities include: drawing and
document updating, SRC review completion, FSAR change submission -

and technical specification approval. The high number of proposed
modifications accepted combining with the low number of modifications
formally closed out, although the installation and testing are
complete, results in the high backlog. i

4.5.2.1 Review of Modifications

The inspectors selected eight modifications for review. The modifi-
cations chosen exhibited a broad range of design activities with a
varying degree of organizational interfaces. A summary of these
modifications is presented in Table 1. These modifications, to the
extent possible, also served as the basis for the inspection of
supporting and interfacing organization activities such as quality
assurance.
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TABLE 1

MODIFICATIONS REVIEWED

Modification No Design Agency Primary Responsible Status
and Short Title Engineer

F1-77-38: Waste Design: Site Site Design complete;
Surge Tank Shield Verification: (i.e., Technical Installation not
Wall Corporate Design Services Dept.) started

and Analysis

F1-80-15: Drywell Stone and Webster Site Installation com-
Pressure and Level (SWEC); Target plete; modification
Instrumentation Technology (TTL) open awaiting

(supports only) documentation update

F1-80-16: Contain- SWEC; Site Installation com-
ment High Range TTL (some hangers) plete; modification
Radiation Monitors open awaiting docu-

mennation update

F1-80-20: Contain- SWEC Site Design complete;
tainment Hydrogen Installation in.

Monitoring System progress

F1-81-05: RCIC SWEC Site Design complete;
Suction Switchover Installed Docu-

mentation Reading>

F1-81-16: Appendix SWEC Site Installation com-
R Emergency plete; Modification
Lighting open awaiting docu-

mentation update

F1-81-24: Mark Teledyne (with Project Manager, Installation com-
I Torus Modifi- GE input) Corporate Engineer- plete
cation (Phase 2) ing Projects

F1-fi-26: RBCLCWS Corporate-Design Corporate-Nuclear Conceptual design
Containment Isc- and Analysis Generation work in progress
lati ' Valves

1

e

- -. -
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4.5.3. Findings in the Area of Design Modifications

Most modifications performed prior to the PASNY site and corporate
reorganization were designed by contractors such as Stone and Webster
Engineering Corporation (SWEC) Teledyne and Target Technology Limited
(TTL). The design activities including design inputs and verifica-
tion were subject to the contractors' procedures and the site relied
on corporate Quality Assurance to qualify these contractors in the
design area. Since the enlargement of the corporate Nuclear Genera-
tion and engineering staffs, more design work is being performed
in-house, examples of which are the reactor building closed loop
cooling water system (RBCLCWS) and the waste surge tank shield wall
modifications. One of the goals of PASNY is to establish an in-house
engineering capability and to perform most of the JAF modification
and design work in-house as the experience of the corporate staff
grows.

The design concepts for those modifications reviewed appeared to be
technically sound, however, these modifications appear to have
experienced some problems during installation as evidenced by the
number and type of engineering change requests (ECR's) for some of
the modifications (e.g., 80-16, 80-20 and 81-16). These ECRs_indi-
cate field engineering work was required during installation of the
design. The licensee has taken steps to control the number of ECRs
and to curtail the amount of field engineering work. These steps
include: 1) requiring contractors to ensure that the design could
installed with out field engineering changes; and 2) requiring the
site responsible engineer to walk-down the system prior to instal-
lation. Actions such as the above should reduce the number of ECR's
requiring field engineering in the future.

Interfaces are required to be identified and controlled by 10 CFR
50, Appendix B, and ANSI N45.2.11. The interfaces during the modi-
fication design, installation and testing process were adequately

, defined and controlled by procedures and specifications. The clear-
l est example of interface control was noted in connection with
i modification F1-81-24, the Torus modification, in which interfaces
i and organizational responsibilities were defined in the nuclear
j safety analysis.

|

| For the Torus modification, Teledyne performed the design work using
i technical input from General Electric under the Mark I containment

program. The Project Manager for Major Modifications, a member of
the corporate Engineering Projects organization, supervised the
field engineering and installation work. A Technical Services plant
engineer followed the project to provide the Technical Services -

| Engineering Projects interface. The actual installation work was

| performed by a contractor under the control of a PASNY Construction
'

Manager.

1
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Individual responsible engineers demonstrated a good understanding of
the responsibilities of interfacing organizations for their respec-
tive modifications. The records of the design and design processes
were generally good, comprehensive and demonstrated adequate inter-
face controls. The records of technical reviews of modifications by'

the various departments onsite indicated these reviews were thorough
and meaningful.

' Design verification is required by 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion
III. This requirement is further amplified by ANSI N45.2.11 and
RG 1.64. The PASNY JAF program is generally in conformance with
these requirements but several poor practices related to documen-
tation of design calculations and verification were noted. ANSI
N45.2.11 requires that the method of design verification used by a
verifier be identified and documented. The method of design veri-
fication was not documented in the following modifications.

Modification F1-77-38 called for the placement of a concrete shield
around the Waste Surge Tank. The original design for the modifica-
tion was performed by the plant responsible engineer onsite and it
was independently verified by a corporate engineer. The original
design required the footing for the wall to be placed 4 ft. under-,

ground on bedrock but subsequent test excavations showed the rock was
actually at a higher elevation with a result that the wall footing.
would have to be at 2.5 ft. Revision 1 to the design took this change.

into account. However, the plant engineer documented revision 1 on
the same calculation sheets as revision 0 by erasing those portions.

; of the original calculations which changed as a result of the modi-
fied design input. The calculation sheets still showed the name of
the original verifier and the date of the original verification.
Revision 1 was transmitted to the corporate Nuclear Generation
department by a memorandum requesting concurrence with the revised
calculations. A corporate project support engineer conducted a
design review but accumented only concurrence with the calculations.
The method of design verification of revision I was not documented as
required by ANSI 45.2.11 and EDP-3. Neither the site responsible
engineer nor his supervisor had detected the lack of adequate verifi -
cation documentation.

The second instance of failure to document the verification method
was found in two site calculations which support modification
F1-80-20. Both. calculations were verified by site engineers but the,

method used was identified as " Design Verification" instead of Design
Review. As with the first instance, these calculations had been
approved by the engineers' supervisor.

The discussion above related to Modification FI-77-38 and noted that
an original de;ign calculation had been erased when the calculation
value changed as a result of a changed design input. This practice
eliminates the audit trail, causes confusion in verification, and
has further implications related to validity of records. All persons
involved in design activities and records should be aware of this.

,

, -. -, -- .. . .- - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ - _ . ----
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The' inspectors walked down parts of selected modified systems and
compared the as-built installation to the construction drawings as
discussed below: 1) For F1-80-15, walked-down cabling from the
pressure transmitters in the reactor building, through the conduits,

.

to at least .the first cable tray, cabling from the lastrable tray to
: the monitoring panel in the relay room, reviewed control room indica-

tions; 2) For F1-80-16, verified installation of CONAX containmente
* penetration for the instrumentation cabling; 3) For F1-80-20, veri-

fied the two hydrogen analyzer cabinets in the reactor building.

The inspectors reviewed the preoperational Test Reports for completed
modifications. The test procedures were clearly written and the
tests were conducted under good quality control measures. The,

preoperational test activities appeared to be adequate except for-the
following:

NUREG 0737 item II.F.1 Attachment 4 states that the accuracy and.

response time specification of the containment pressure monitor
shall be provided and justified to be adequate for their intended
function. Neither the modification package nor the preoperational
test report contained the above justification. Subsequent to the
identification of the concern by the inspector, the licensee's
responsible engineer provided an estimate of the response time, its
accuracy and a justification based on the vendor supplied data for
the transmitters and the analyzed containment pressure response

,

under design basis accident. The licensee's representatives further ,

stated to the inspector that he intended to perform further investi-
"

gation in this matter and the required justification would be made
i part of the design package.

4.6 Corporate Activities

4.6.1 Organization and Staffing

The corporate staff has been reorganized and expanded over the last
eighteen months to provide a technical capability to support the JAF

l- facility and operations. PASNY has made sigr "icant progress in
developing this technical capability and has a saport organization
dedicated to JAF which is designated BWR Nuclear Support. This
organization consists of Project Engineering, Nuclear Operations and
Maintenance, and Nuclear Licensing. The Vice President - BWR Nuclear
Support reports to the Executive Vice President - Nuclear Generation,
who in turn reports to the President thus assuring access to upper
management for resolution of problems.

PASNY engineering is under the direction of an Executive Vice Presi-
dent and Chief-Engineer. This organization provides engineering and'

design for the entire PASNY organization and consists of several
Divisions each directed by a Vice President / Assistant Chief Engineer.

-The Engineering Projects Division supports JAF by providing project
management for major modification efforts such as the Torus modifi-
cations. The Design and Analysis Division supports JAF by providing
an in-house engineering organization capable of performing conceptual
and detail design activities.

- - . - _ - . _ - - . . - - . - --- -
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The Design and Analysis Division (D&A) consists of 6 sections each
managed by a Director. These sections are Electrical, Nuclear,
Civil / Structural, Mechanical, Piping and Process Systems, and Design
Engineering and Drafting. The first 5 sections are discipline
oriented and are~usually tasked to perform system level design.
Design Engineering and Drafting performs detailed-design work and
drafting activities. The Electrical, Civil / Structural and Design
Engineering and Drafting sections are located in Manhattan. The
remaining sections are in White Plains. By early 1983, the entire.
D&A organization will be located at White Plains.

.4.6.1.1 Nuclear Support - BWR Project Engineering Section (PES)

The need for a dedicated staff to support JAF was recognized by-
PASNY and this was incorporated in the reorganization. Management
support for the concept is evidenced by the rapid growth in staff,
presently staffed at the authorized level of 10 engineers. This is

,

a significant step in the right direction.

The inspector reviewed the qualifications of selected members of the
PES staff and compared this with the applicable position descrip-
tions. The staff qualifications / experience were compatible with
requirements.

No formal, structured training program has been implemented for PES.

engineers although some training has taken place as directed by the
section's director.

4.6.1.2 Design and Analysis (D&A) Division

One of the ,ajectives of PASNY is to establish an in-house
capability to provide engineering support to JAF. This reduces
reliance on contract support, provides control over
engineering / design activity, and assures a timely response to JAF

|

needs.
I

PASNY has moved aggressively to accomplish this objective and the
reorganization placed emphasis on the Design and Analysis (D&A):
Division. The staff level of D&A has increased more than five fold
over the last'two years. Qualifications of the staff were audited
and found to be adequate. Turnover rate is minimal assuring
continuity of operations.

Engineers hired into D&A undergo " Indoctrination and Orientation"
training. Specialized courses are available and management en-
courages staff attendance in these. However, there is no formalized,
training program for the engineering staff.

_

I
_ . - - _ _ _ , - . . - - - - - - , _ _
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4.6.2 Corporate Design Activities

4.b.2.1 Project Engineering Section (PES)

The engineering activities of PES are currently governed by the

corporate Nuclear Generation Procedures (NGPs),)WACP 10.1.6. andthesiteEngineeringandDesignProcedures(EDP's. PES has not yet
implemented specific procedures to govern their design activities.
PES has, however, determined the desired scope of their procedures
and has various draft procedures under review.

PES is the key corporate organization for interfacing with the site,
D&A and contractors on engineering matters. The NGPs specify the
identification of a responsible engineer in PES to manage each
modification assigned to corporate or contractor organizations.
This PES responsible engineer interfaces with the site responsible
engineer and the D&A lead engineer to specify work responsibilties
and to expedite the design process. Further, the PES responsible
engineer, along with his Director, has review authority over all
corporate prepared modifications.

The Director, PES expects his engineers to visit the site frequently
to familiarize themselves with the site's systems and controls and
to scope and review modifications in progress. The formation of PES
along with the frequent presence of PES engineers onsite and atten-.

dance of the Director-PES at monthly project meeting held onsite
have improved the site-corporate interaction and thus site support
from the corporate office.

4.6.2.2 Design and Analysis (D&A)

D&A Procedures (DAP's) govern the activities of this rganization.
The DAP's are a subsection of the Engineering Departme-t Procedures
and they require the designation of a lead engineer in D&A to
coordinate the efforts by the individual D&A discipline involved in
a design. The DAP's define the internal and external interface
boundaries, describe the organizational responsibilities within D&A
and specify the design process to assure conformance to regulatory'

requirements.

The inspectors identified two weaknesses associated in the D&A
procedures. First, the DAP's that describe design verification
activities (e.g. DAP 3.11 and 3.18) do not agree with the current NRC
staff position regarding verification by supervisors. The DAP's
allow verification of the design by the designer's supervisor if the
supervisor did not specify a singular design approach or rule out an
approach, did not specify the design inputs, or if the supervisor was
the only individual competent to perform the verification. The NRC

,

staff position, as discussed in Section 17.1 of the Standard Review
Plan, states a supervisor can perform the verification provided:
1) he is the only technically qualified individual; and 2) the need

.
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is individually documented and approved in advance by the super-
viser's management; and 3) quality assurance audits cover the fre-
quency and effectiveness of the use of supervisors as design veri-
fiers to guard against abuse. The second weakness identified in the
DAP's by the inspectors involves the lack of formal guidance which
directs the engineers to document orally transmitted information

1

pertinent to the design process also identified in paragraph 4.5.2 .

4.6.3 Findings Regarding Corporate Interface with Modifications

Section 4.5.3.2 of this report describes a design verification
problem connected with modification F1-77-38. This problem reflected
a weakness in the site's and PES' knowledge of design verification
documentation requirements. A problem in mcdification F1-81-26
indicates a weakness in the understanding of design verification
requirements within the D&A organization.

F1-81-26 provides nine additional containment isolation valves in
the reactor building closed loop cooling water system (RBCLCWS) to
bring the system in conformance to the General Design Criteria. D&A
is performing the design work for this modification under the cogni-
zance of a lead engineer. Because the modification involves mechani-
cal, electrical and insrumentation work, multiple D&A discipline
sections are involved, the lead engineer coordinates the efforts of
the discipline engineers. Each section is responsible for conceptual
and detailed design in its area, including design verification. The
lead engineer for the project was not completely familiar ,;ith the
requirement for, and stipulations applicable to, independent design
verifications. He and others in D&A identified management reviews of
the design with design verifications. Further, confusion existed in
connection with which DAP's were controlling the design process
including design verification.

5. Drawing Control

5.1 Objective

Drawing control at JAF has been an ongoing NRC concern and the subject of
several previous citations. The objective of this portian of the inspec-
tion was to assess the~ status of progress toward licensee commitments in
response to the previous noncompliances.

5.2 Criteria

10 CFR 50, Appendix B

Commitments in JAF letter 82-0869

5.3 Documentation Reviewed

Applicable policies ard procedures referenced in Exhibit 1. Specific
drawings and records are noted in paragraphs 5.4 and 5.5.

_.
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5.4 Drawing Control - Site

The inspector determined that a drawing revision is initiated when the
responsible engineer for a plant modification submits Documentation Change
Notices (DCN's) to the DCS for drawing markups. The DCS then submits
these markups to Stone and Webster (S&W) who maintains the original
tracings in the New York Operations Center. The DCS maintained only
originals of the simplified Operating Procedure Drawings. Currently the
licensee has stopped funding for all drawing revisions by S&W except those
for the Pipe Stress Reanalysis, TMI modifications and S&W designed Fire
Protection modifications. To insure that up to date information is
available in the control room, personnel who work for the DCS mark con-
trolled copies of drawings with a " revision in progress" stamp and the
modification package number when DCN's are received. ror recent modifi-
cations, the control room maintains copies of the construction drawings
along with Engineering Change Notices (ECN's) to provide
current information to operators.

The site maintains four drawing aperture card sets. The DCS produces
revisions to these on unpunched cards on site from a single original he
receives from S&W. Access is controlled to only one of the four sets of
aperture cards, namely, the one in the document control center.This
creates a potential for the uncontrolled card sets to be incomplete and
unrevised. Since the site does not have a punch card verifier, the inven-
tory taking and upkeeping of the aperture card sets are being conducted.

manually.

The inspector reviewed selected drawings from the technical support center
aperture card file and the control room stick copies for modification
packages F1-80-16, High Range Containment Radiation Monitor, F1-80-24,
phase II of the Mark I Containment Modifications, and F1-81-05, Reactor
Core Isolation Cooling Suction Shift Circuitry, to ensure that the
licensee's system for indicating revisions in progress is working. This
verified that the licensee is meeting that part of the commitment made in
letter JAF 82-0869.

In reviewing Plant Standing Order (PS0) No. 5, Control of Drawings and
Technical Manuals, the inspector found that it did not reflect the recent
site reorganization. The DCS showed the inspector that a revision was in
progress to reflect the changes.

The inspector discussed with the site Engineering Projects-Project Manager
(EP-PM) the licensee's progress in meeting the commitments in letter JAFP
82-0869 regarding a program to reduce the backlog of drawing revisions
and to verify that all field changes instituted since -

construction were incorporated in the as-built drawings. The EP-PM stated
that this program is being managed by the Director of The Design Engineer-
ing and Drafting Section in the Design and Analysis Division and that the
EP-PM is providing only supervision and guidance to the site verification
team. One of the eight expected members of the site verification team had
just arrived on site and the EP-PM anticipated that he would begin the
as-built verification of the emergency diesel generator system the fol-

_

lowing week.
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During a site tour, the inspector noted that the Operations Department
personnel were performing an as-built verification of Operating Procedure-
drawings, system valve line-ups and Flow and Machinery drawings as part of
their departrantal goals program. While this effort was independent of
that commi'.ed to by the licensee and undertaken by the D&A Department, it
assures that the control room operators would have system configuartion
necessary.for safe operations of the plant. This as-built verification.
will be more timely than the D&A program and is a positive indication of
station management safety consciousness. It further indicates management
effectivness by setting of departmental objectives and proceeding toward
their attainment.

5.5 Drawing Control - Corporate

The goal of PASNY is to become independent of S&W and become self suffi-
cient in the area of drawing control and maintenance. In the past PASNY
JAF relied on S&W to provide permanent plant tracings for the plant
systems and configurations. The original plant configuration apparently
was not adequately baselined. This has been a source of continuing
problems. To alleviate this, PASNY has developed a plan to take control
of all tracings, update these to reflect JAF as-built conditions and
maintain current status via configuration control.

The program subtasks are progressing on a concurrent basis to expedite
. completion of the program. The licensee has already made significant
progress in this program. The transfer of the JAF plant tracings from S&W
to PASNY D&A is a major subtask. This is scheduled to begin during the
week.of November 14, 1982 and will take several months to complete. D&A
has requested the assistance of JAF QA to independently audit the transfer
of the tracings. When completed this will provide PASNY with the basis
for drawing control. These tracings will be under the organizational
control of NYO Engineering, Design & Analysis Division. This responsi-
bility is a divergence from NuAP 4.3 which states that drawings at head-
quarters (NY0) for reference only, and as such they are not controlled.
The licensee has changed this concept and D&A is the designated organi-
zation for drawing control. The NuAP will be revised to be consistent
with the new organization functional assignments.

PASNY recognizes that many of the tracings that will be transferred from
S&W do not accurately depict JAF as-built conditions. A subtask of the
drawing control program is the JAF as-built verification which will
provide the information necessary to upgrade the tracings. The as-built
verification program will be conducted at JAF site under the direction of -
NYO engineering. The site complement will consist of engineers performing
system walkdowns and red lining prints to depict as-built. D&A will then
revise required plant tracings for permanent plant records and distribute
updated prints to JAF. Two of the site engineers are at JAF and have
started walkdowns of the diesel generator system.

- _ _ - _ _ _ _ _
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The third parallel path will include the incorporation of the backlog of
modification revisions. The Director of Design Engineering and Drafting
Services (DEDS) indicated that the detailed schedule committed to in JAF'

82-0869 would be delayed from December 1, 1982 to December 15, 1982.

Although much progress has been made, the DEDS acknowledged that the
interfaces between the site and corporate office for future drawing
revisions have not been developed yet. The problems with handling of
contractor prints and distribution of revisions also must be addressed.
The DEDS stated that he has adequate management support and that he
anticipates adequate Quality Assurance coverage to complete this project
effectively. He demonstrated this management support by citing the growth
of his organization by about four fold in the last 2 years. Flexibility
to cope with peak loads is available from contract personnel. Finally, he
stated that he expects the FitzPatrick drawing update program to take
about 3 years.

6. Maintenance -

6.1 Objective

This section discusses the assessment of the effectiveness of the licen-
see's management and control of facility maintenance activities. Parti-
cular attention was given to facility modifications and the interfaces.

among maintenance and the various site and corporate groups who partici-
pate in design and installation activities.

6.2 Criteria
.

The maintenance activities were reviewed against:

10 CFR 50 Appendix B criteria as applicable

ANSI N18.7

JAF Final Safety Analysis Report

Industry Practices

6.3 Documenation Reviewed

The inspector reviewed appropriate documents referenced in Exhibit 1.
Primary documents were those directly impacting the maintenance activities
such as Work Activity Control Procedures (WACPs) 10.1.1, " Procedure for
the Control of Maintenance" and WACP 10.1.6, " Control of Modifications,
Component Changes and Safety and Environmental Inpact Evaluation Reports."
Secondary documents were those of interfacing functions such as quality
assurance. Specific records reviewed are r.oted in the details.

-
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6.4 Maintenance Department Organization and Staffing

The maintenance department organization was reviewed to assess the depart-
ment's capabilities to maintain the facility and to support the instal-
lation of plant modifications. By procedure, the Maintenance Superinten-
dent reports to the Superintendent of Power and is responsible for the
performance of all mechanical and electrical maintenance, for modification
installation and contract supervision / administration for supplemental
maintenance personnel.

The maintenance department was reorganized on October 1, 1982. One
result of this reorganization is a significant increase in the number of
management personnel in the department while the responsibilities of the
department remain the same. Some of the effects of the reorganization are
a reduction in the span of control for foreman and better communication
with the department both of which will contribute to the effectiveness of
the department. Discussions with maintenance department personnel indi-
cate the full effects of the reorganization have not yet been realized
since the new positions created must have job descriptions prepared and
existing positions must ha e their job descriptions rewritten. Also, a
significant number of the new management positions are still vacant.

A new position of preventive maintenance supervisor has been created in
the new organization and is expected to be filled in the near future. One
of the responsibilities of this position will be the creation of a pre-
ventive maintenance program the lack of which has been a weakness in the
JAF maintenance program.

The maintenance department staffing appears to be adequate to carry out
the normal routine requirements of the department. JAF management has
made provisions to supplement the station staff during workload peaks
such as outages and modification by contracting with a general maintenance
contractor.

A weakness of the maintenance department is the lack of administrative
controls to manage the department. Much of the management and supervision
of department activities lacks formal direction, with some management
decisions documented in the form of memos. The need for a more formal
system of administrative controls will be greater when the newly created
positions are filled (see paragraph 6.5.1).

6.5 Maintenance Activities

The corrective maintenance and modification installation activities
associated with the operation of the maintenance department were reviewed.
A review of procedures, documents, and discussions with personnel form the
basis for the following details.

,
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6.5.1 Procedures

Maintenance activities are controlled through 109 prepared main-
tenance procedures. There are four controlled procedure manuals and
one set of original procedures. A spot check of procedure manuals
revealed them to be complete and up to date. There were 28 revisions
to maintenance procedures in 1981 indicating an effort on the part of
the licensee to keep the procedures current. The maintenance prece-
dure manuals were noted to be controlled in accordance with a depart-
ment supervisor's memo. A further discussion with licensee personnel
showed that other aspects of maintenance department activities are
also described in various memos, since there are no formal depart-
mental directives or administrative controls. The inspector noted
that approved department directives or administrative controls for
managing the department would be a benefit to the department, par-
ticularly with the recent increase in management personnel.

6.5.2 Maintenance Backlog

The inspector reviewed records of outstanding work requests to
determine if an unusually large backlog of required maintenance
existed. Results of this review show that no unusual backlog of
work requests exists. Work requests (WR) were issued and processed
as follows:

.

1981

Total Work Requests (WR) Prepared 2766
Total 1981 WR Closed 2292
Total Open WR's at end of 1981 474

1982

Total 1981 WR's Closed 1982 361
Total WR's Prepared 1982 2046
Total 1982 WR's Closed 1641
Total 1982 WR's Open 405
Total 1981 WR's still open 113
Total Open WR's (11/2/82) 518

Most open WR's are waiting for parts or for system availability.
Also, certain open WR's were noted to be insignificant since the
licensee uses the WR to initiate all maintenance conducted on site,
including yard work.

The inspector noted that open WR's are listed on a computer printout
and also on hand maintained records. The maintenance supervisors
hand maintained records were compared to the computer printout for
four systems. The computer listing was found to be in error for
each of the four systems selected. Licensee personnel stated they
were aware of errors in the computer listing and that a new computer
system was being considered. In the interim the hand-maintained
records appear to be the only accurate records.

,
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6.5.3 Preventive Ma_intenance

The inspector reviewed Maintenance Department Standing Order No. 3,
Initiation of Preventive Maintenance Revision 0, dated July 1979.
This procedure was written for preventive maintenance on safety
related components or systems. The procedure states, "Until a formal
preventive maintenace (PM) program is established, PM on components
shall be implemented by a Work Request / Event Deficiency Form and
handled as a maintenance item in accordance with WACP 10.1.1." The
licensee stated that with the exception of this standing order no
other formal PM program existed. Some maintenance considered to be
PM is performed. However, no formal PM program has been established.
The lack of a formal preventive maintenance program is considered a
major weakness of the maintenance program.

6.5.4 Plant Housekeeping
e

Work Activity Control Procedure 10.1.7, Housekeeping and Cleanliness
Control, Revision 2, May 5, 1980 was reviewed by the inspector to
determine the established controls for the maintenance of facility
cleanliness. The method of maintaining facility cleanliness was not
clearly defined in the procedure. Discussions with licensee personnel
indicate they are aware of this deficiency and that a portion of a
new program for cleanliness control will be implemented on November
29, 1982, with a total program including revised procedure in place
by the end of the year.

Although the procedure is not adequate, the station cleanliness is
at an acceptable level. This is a significant improvement and is
primarily due to the attention placed on nuclear facility cleanliness
by the present Resident Manager. Throughout the inspection, the
comment was offered by station personnel that the plant is much
cleaner than it had been in the past. The attention placed on
cleanliness goes beyond the plant physical condition, but is ap-
parently also translated into pride of workmanship which is bought
about by sn association with a clean facility. NRC team members with
past familiarity with the station also noted the change in the plant
cleanliness.

6.5.5 Training

Indoctrination and Training Procedure M.9, Training for Maintenance
Personnel, dated May 26, 1978 describes the responsibilities of the
Maintenance Superintendent and the Training Coordinator for esta-
blishing a training program for maintenance personnel. The proce-
dure, however, does not describe a formal training program. Training
records for three members of the maintenance department were re-
viewed. Results of the review show that adequate records are being
maintained by the training department and that the actual training
is being provided by the maintenance department. However, based on

- __ - _ _ _______ -___ __ _ _ . __ _ _ -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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discussion with maintenance department personnel it was determined
that no formal training program has been established for maintenance
personnel. It was also determined that procedurally required
training for new-hire mechanic or electricians to be performed within
six months of the date of hire was performed-late for each of four
people checked. This late performance of required training was
previously identified in Inspection Report 82-05.

6.5.6 Maintenance Contractor

The primary contractor to the facility for the performance of
maintenance and the installation of modifications has recently been
changed. Contractor personnel during the performance of their work
assume certain responsibilities such as authorized tag holders and
the duties of leadman on work tracking forms. The training which is
provided to contractor personnel was discussed with the licensee.
The licensee stated that training is provided to contractor
personnel, but that no formal training requirements have been
established other than general employee training. Discussions with
a contractor representative indicated that additional training will
be required before the new contractor personnel will be ready to

, assume all responsibilities associated with the performance of
i maintenance or the installation of modifications. The licensee noted

additional contractor training has been scheduled.
.

Discussions with the licensee show that the extent of the maintenance
superintendent's involvement in the installation of modifications was
primarily concerned with contract administration and recording of man
hours expended. The supervision of the actual installation work was
left to contractor personnel. Indirect supervision was provided for
some modifications by Technical Services personnel. The inspec+ r
noted added supervision by the maintenance department over con-
tractors installing modifications would be beneficial, as discussions
with Technical Services Personnel indicated work progressed at a more
satisfactory manner while they were exercising a degree of supervision.

6.6 Installation of Modification

The installation of facility modifications is accomplished in accordance
with Work Activity Control Procedure No.10.1.1, Procedure for Control of
Maintenance. In accordance with this procedure the actual work associated
with the installation of a modification is controlled +.hrough the use of
Work Request / Event / Deficiency Forms (WRED) and Work Tracking Forms (WTF).

All WREDs and WTF's for the modifications listed in Exhibit 1 of this
report were reviewed. Results of this review show that all work was
initiated and accomplished in accordance with procedural requirements.

Work Activity Control Procedure No. 10.1.1, " Procedure for Control of
Maintenance" is the procedure used to initiate all modifications. Each
modification installation is initiated through the use of a WRED form and
additional work is accomplished through the use of WTF's. For all modi-

,

fication packages reviewed various numbers of WRED forms and associated
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WTF's were used. The inspector noted that no guidance is provided with
regard to when to continue work with a WTF and when to continue work with
an additional WRED form and associated WTF's. The paperwork associated
with the method selected is significantly different. The licensee agreed
that currently there is no guidance provided as to when to use WRED forms
to continue on going work and when to use WTF's. This is an example of
a lack of administrative instruction.

6.7 Quality Control of Modification Installations

Quality Control (QC) personnel receive a copy of each Work Request /
Event / Deficiency Form (WRED) and each Work Tracking Form (WTF) prepared to
control modification installations. QC assigns a Quality Control Inspec-
tion Report (QCIR) number to each WRED. Upon receipt of the WRED, QC
reviews the associated installation procedure and prepares a quality .
control check list. For each of the modifications listed in Table-1 of
this report, for which work had been initiated, there was a completed or
in process QCIR available with associated check lists. Each check list
prepared had some field QC inspection required.

6.8 Corporate Support

BWR and PWR Support Divisions in the Nuclear Generation Department were
established at the corporate office in March of 1982 to provide improved
technical and administrative support for the Authority's Nuclear Power
Plants. Prior to the establishment of the BWR and PWR support divisions
there was a single support group which provided support to both the
Authority's BWR and PWR plants. The establishment of a BWR support
division appears to be a major improvement in the support provided to
JAF. There appears to be close ties and good communications between the
support organization and the site.

During this inspection the extent of the interface between the Operations
( and Maintenance Section of the BWR Support Division and the site on the
! installation of the modifications listed in Table-1 of this report were

reviewed. There ms no formal review of any of the modifications listed
by the BWR Support Operations and Maintenance Section. However, a number

! of areas were id.atified in which the Operation and Maintenance Section
does provide suppor. to the site.

Discussions with personnel show that support is being provided the site in
a number of areas such as in the ISI program, snubber program, radwaste
study, plant chemistry, and planned outage support. Also the site is being
informed of pertinent operating exoeriences at other facilities through
the section's review of licensee event reports, occurrence reports,
significant operating event reports, note pad, and other sources of
information.

A review of procedures and discussions with personnel shows that although
the broad responsibilities of the Operations and Maintenance Section have
been defined there have been no procedures prepared which specifically
and clearly delineate the sections responsibilities and also describe how
the accomplishments of these responsibilities will be documented.

- . - . - _ _
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A further review of Nuclear Administrative Policies (NuAp's) and Nuclear
Generation Procedures (NGP) shows that as a result of the reorganiz-
ation(s) the divisions and sections have grown rapidly. The organization
descriptions and conduct of their activities does not correspond to the
NuAPs and procedure descriptions. These policies and procedures are in
need of revision. These revisions are necessary to both define specific
responsibilities and to avoid duplication of effort. An example of
outdated procedures is the incorrect organization chart of the Operational
Analysis and Training Division which appears in a current NGP. Also
discussions with personnel show that there appears to be some misunder-
standing in how the operational analysis function of the Nuclear Genera-
tion Department is to be conducted. Though some problems exist at
present, it should be noted that some procedure revisions are planned and
other new procedures are currently in draft form.

Discussions with personnel indicate that various amounts of training are
provided nuclear support personnel. However,no formal training program
has been established. The lack of a formal training program was discussed
with the licensee.

7. Quality Assurance (QA)

7.1 Objective

The objective of this portion of the inspection was to determine the.

effectiveness of quality assurance activities, the degree of interaction
with the JAF station functions, and extent of interfacing with other
organizational elements.

7.2 Criteria

The QA program and its implementation were reviewed against the following
criteria:

10 CFR 50 Appendix B
JAF Final Safety Analysis Report
JAF Technical Specifications, Section 6
Regulatory Guide 1.33
ANSI Standards ANSI N45.2 Series
NRC Standard Review Plan, NUREG-0800

7.3 Documentation

The inspectors reviewed applicable portions of policies, procedures,
instructions and manuals referenced in Exhibit I to this report. Reports
and records reviewed that are applicable to quality assurance functions are
referenced where appropriate in the details.

7.4 Interviews

The inspectors interviewed the managers of site and corporate quality
assurance organizations as identi*ied in Section 1.0 of this report.

,
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7.5 Quality Assurance Program Review

7.5.1 General

The Quality Assurance program is described in Chapter 17 of the FSAR
and Technical Specification Section 6, Administrative Controls. The
program is further described in the PASNY Quality Assurance Manual
and the Quality Assurance Procedures Manual. The licensee is com-
mitted to ANSI N18.7, Administrative Controls and Quality Assurance
for the Operational Phase of Nuclear Power Plants and Regulatory
Guide 1.33, Rev. 2.

The inspector reviewed applicable instruction / procedures to
determine:

the scope and applicability of Quality Assurance Division (QAD).

independent review

that controls were in place to assure Quality Assurance involve-.

ment in preparation, review and approval of procedures affecting
quality activities

that a mechanism was established to review and evaluate the.

effectiveness of the QA program.

7.5.2 Corporate

The Quality Assurance program manual has been restructured to be
compatible with the numbering system used in the NRC Standard Review
Plan, Chapter 17.2. The QA Program manual adequately addresses
Appendix B, 10 CFR 50.

The corporate office implements the QA program through the Quality
Assurance Procedures manual which has also been revised to be consis-
tent with the Quality Assurance Program manual. The procedures
manual is incomplete in that it does not address how certain of the
organizational quality affecting activities interface with QA. A
very obvious omission is Section 3 which should have addressed Design
Controls. The content of Section 3 was a single page which stated

i this section was intentionally left empty. Considering the extent of
' corporate involvement in design, as a result of reorganization and

staffing of the engineering organization, quality assurance involve-
ment certainly should not be " empty" and should be more than a

| compliance oriented audit function. There are other general sections
! of the procedures manual which are also described as " empty". The
! fact that the quality assurance organization does not address these

interfaces and how the quality function is accomplished is considered
a weakness of the QA program implementation.

r
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The Quality Assurance organization has been assigned the responsi-
bility for audits beyond those described in the QA program. For
example, the Nuclear Administration Policies (NuAP) Manual, NuAP 4.7
specifies that QA will audit the implementation of the NuAPs; and
there is a direct interface between QA audits and the Safety Review
Committee (SRC). Considering the work load imposed by these other
requirements, and the normal workload of QA activities, it would

'

appear that the JAF corporate QA staff level is not sufficient to
accomplish all of its assigned responsibilities in an effective
manner. Recently the corporate QA staff has been authorized a 30%
increase in its staffing level and management feels this will alle-
viate this concern.

The Lead Auditor has been assigned the responsibility to develop,
administer, and periodically assess the auditor training program in
QAP 1.5, paragraph 5.3.1. There are no procedures or instructions
available to define how the auditor training is implemented. This is
considered an element of the weakness in the overall PASNY training
program.

The corporate program does not provide for an internal audit of the
JAF site Quality Assurance group other than by the Joint Utility
Management Audit (JUMA).

7.5.3 Site.

The QA program for the JAF site is established by corporate policies-
and is oriented to a great extent towards audits of the. Technical
Specifications surveillance requirements and administrative controls.
QAP 18.1, Quality Assurance Audit Program - Plant describes the plant
audit program.

7.6 Organization and Staffing

7.6.1 Corporate

The Quality Assurance Division (QAD) is an organization independent
from operations line functions. It and a second division dedicated
to Indian Point 3 (IP-3) are headed by a Corporate Vice President who
reports to the Executive Vice President - Procedures and Performance.
This division consists of a corporate staff of 5 persons dedicated
to the support of the JAF site quality assurance organization.
This staff will expand by 30% in the coming year which is a positive
indication of management support of QA and will enhance the ability
of the corporate staff to perform the audits assigned to them and
provide additional support to the JAF site. There is virtually no
turnover of the quality assurance staff.

The intent of the organization of QAD is to provide a corporate QA
staff dedicated to the JAF plant. However, in discussions with QA

b management and engineering management it was stated that the JAF
corpcrate staff has, on occasion, supported non-nuclear organizations

,
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.

such as Systems Operations and the 700 MW Fossil Plant project. This
type of effort can dilute an already lean staff and could reduce the
effectiveness of corporate support for JAF. This is just another
example of the extensive work load assigned to QA.

The corporate staff members supporting JAF are all certified as Lead
Auditor in accordance with ANSI N45.2.23. In discussions with QA
management staff and other PASNY managers, it was revealed that the
JAF QA organization seldom. utilizes engineering personnel (site or
corporate) to supplement the QA auditors in performance of design /
procurement audits. This lack of utilizat!on of technical expertise
to enhance QA is considered a weakness since it could stengthen the
QA/ Design interface and foster understanding and cooperation among
the organizations. It was noted that the IP-3 division has utilized
such expertise. Some evidence that an integrated audit approach
may be instituted in the future is contained in the audit plan
applicable to a Teledyne audit scheduled for late November 1982.

7.6.2 JAF Site

The site QA organization is independent of the station operations and
reports to the Vice President - QA in the corporate office. The
site QA has two organizational segments Quality Assurance and
Quality Control. The JAF site QA organization is managed by a QA
superintendent with extensive JAF experience plus a QA supervisor
and a QC supervisor. The site organization has been authorized an
increase in staff of 42*4 for the upcoming fiscal year. The QA staff
is qualified and certified to A!!SI 45.2.23 and the QC staff is

certified to the recommendation of ANSI N45.2.6. Nondestructive
examination (NDE) personnel are certified to the recommendations of
SNT-TC-1A.

The site inspection staff is supplemented by contractor personnel as
necessary to accommodate peak workloads such as those encountered,

'

during outages. The present contractor is U.S. Testing Labs and the
qualification of their personnel are verified by audit.

7.7 Program Implementation

7.7.1 Corporate

| This inspection concentrated on the audit program and QA interfaces
with other organizational elements such as Design and Analyses. The
inspector reviewed audit schedules, audit performances, audit docu-
mentation and corrective actions for the past two years. The fol-
lowing audits were reviewed:

Design and Analyses (September 1982)*
.

Stone & Webster (April 1982).

Teledyne (1982).

| Safety Review Committee (1980).

JUMA (1982).

|
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These audits were selected to be compatible with and support the
team inspection activities in the design area.

Audit schedules, and revisions thereto, were reviewed to determine if
the audit program was being accomplished. The inspector noted that
the audit schedules were generally met with no deferrals or cancel-
lation of audits. The time to perform an audit averaged over thir-
teen mandays and generally met the objectives of the audit. The
corporate organization conducts, on the average, six audits of
contractors per year. Documentation of audit results was timely and
distribution was adequate. The QA audit package was well organized,

,

i complete and comprehensive.

The inspector noted that audit objectives are related to determina-
tion of compliance with procedures (see paragraph 7.7.2 also).
Management stated it is a policy of the QA Division to orient audits
toward determination of compliance with regulatory requirements and
procedures. This policy detracts from a viable QA program in that
effectiveness of programs / procedures is subordinated to compliance.
These audits also are a primary source of input to the SRC whose
primary emphasis is safety. Compliance audits rarely reveal safety
concerns (see paragraph 9.6.2).

As noted in a previous section, the QAD does not utilize the expertise
of other organizations to supplement the QA staff to perform audits,

and thus reduces the effectiveness of audits of technical activites
such as design.

The requirement for a comprehensive audit program is specified in 10
CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVIII. A demonstration of comprehen-
siveness entails showing that the eighteen criteria and/or all
quality affecting activities have been audited within a specified
time period. The licensee could not provide objective evidence thati

the audit program is comprehensive. In fact, several inspection
findings indicate that it is not:

audits of corporate office activities were not conducted.

between December 1980 and September 1982.

there is no correlation between audit objectives and the.

criteria of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B.

The inspector reviewed audit findings, distribution of findings, and
followup of findings by affected organizations. Response and cor-
rective action to audit findings needs attention as evidenced by the
following:

there are a number of instances of late responses to audit.

findings over the past two years

-
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a followup audit of corrective action associated with the 1980.

SRC audit has not been conducted

an NRC inspection in 1979 and the 1982 JUMA identified similar.

conditions (untimely followup)

The Quality Assurance Division prepares a quarterly report for senior
management. A review of the report submitted for the period July 1
through September 30, 1982 revealed that the JAF QA organization is
involved in trending. A " Component Availability and Haintainability
Study" was completed which categorized JAF failure prone components
based on data reported in monthly operator status reports. An
earlier attempt to do some trending-related studies culminated in the
issusnce of a document titled " Review of Plant Generated Noncon-
formance Reports at IP-3 and JAF Nuclear Plants (1977-1982)." These
efforts are a step in the right direction but due to the infancy of
the effort and limited data base there is apoarently little use made
of the reports.

7.7.2 JAF Site

The site QA group conducts two forms of QA audits namely, surveil-
lance audits and standard audits. Site QA had developed an extensive
schedule of audits. A review of records indicated the schedule is
normally met. The audits are essentially compliance oriented, i.e.
the purpose is to determine if station operations are complying
with procedures and Technical Specification (T.S.) requirements.
This is in conformance with the QA Division Charter and the licen-
see's interpretation of T.S. Section 6. The inspectors reviewed
twelve audits and several surveillances.

A typical .Jdit abstracts Steps from the procedure to be audited and
verifies compliance with these steps. These audits lack perspective
and depth and rarely result in significant findings. These audits
also become primary inputs to the SRC per T.S. Section 6.0 and corporate
SRC procedures. It is doubtful if audit findings of this nature
provide much insight to the SRC in regard to station safety.

The site QA organization rarely uses the expertise of technical
organizations to supplement the QA audit staff. The site QA staff
felt that other organizational personnel were not familiar with
audit techniques and would have to be trained, so there is minimum
interaction between site QA and other PASNY organizations.

Site QA also performs audits for the Resident Manager when requested.
Examples are followup of corrective actions associated with NRC
inspection findings and in plant radiological practices. The latter
audit findings resulted in mandatory training for plant personnel and
a revision to instructions placed at frisking stations. The inspec-
tor noted that these audit findings which had a direct impact on safe
operations were acted on promptly.

- --
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7.7.3 Quality Control

Quality Control (QC) has been authorized an increase of four addi-
tional inspectors for the coming budget year. These positions will
be filled by transferring JAF personel from other departments such as
maintenance and I&C. During peak workloads, permanent JAF QC per-
sonnel are supplemented by contract personnel. All personnel, JAF
and contractors are qualified per ANSI N45.2.6. Nondestructive
examination personnel are required to meet SNT-TC-1A recommendations.
Inspection personnel receive training based on supervisions evalua-
tion of need. To meet ANSI N45.2.6 the inspectors ara assigned
indoctrination reading and three months on-the-job training. There
is however, no formal managed training program.

QC reviews safety related modification packages for inspet ; ion
requirements and defines hold points. The QC supervisor and staff
related that QC hold points are honored by crafts and maintenance
personnel and that no problems have been experienced.

QC has a good interaction with the site staff. The QC supervisor
attends the daily staff meeting which is a definite aid in planning
inspection activities. In addition, the QC supervisor is an active
participant in outage schedule meetings.

7.7.4 Corporate Site Interaction.

There is little interaction between the corporate QA and site QA
organizations except for a limited amount of corporate support during
an outage and site visits by the Vice President - QA. Corporate
QA prepares overall policy, implementing procedures and is active in
vendor surveillance / audits. Site personnel indicated that there is
little involvemen+ in site activities by corporate QA.

On a more positive note, QA has instituted an inter-QA staff meeting
held approximately three times per year to promote communications
and discussion of common QA problems. The corporate staff (JAF and
IP-3) meets with the site staffs (JAF and IP-3) for several days at
each meeting. This certainly is a positive attribute.

The site QC supervisor attends the Resident Managers daily meetings.
i This interaction keeps QC abreast of station activities and aids in

planning inspections.

A further positive aspect is the use of QA although limited, by the
Resident Manager. For example, the Resident Manager requested that
QA perform an audit of frisking stations (paragraph 7.7.2). There
was evidence that the Resident Manager is quality conscious and
monitors the QA outputs. The QA staff related that on several
occasions QA audit reports were returned to QA with comments by the
Resident Manager. The site QA staff stated they would like to see
more such feedback on how QA is doing.

_
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8. Records Management

8.1. Objective

The JAF site has had an ongoing problem in meeting its commitment to NRC
to meet ANSI N45.2.9. The objective of this part of this inspection was
to assess licensee progress in meeting JAF commitments in response to
previous enforcement findings.

8.2 Criteria

10 CFR 50, Appendix B
Technical Specification 6.10
JAF Final Safety Analysis Repert
ANSI N45.2.9
PASNY commitments in letter JPN 80-10 dated February 17, 1980

8.3 Documentation

Applicable policies and procedures in Exhibit 1.
Specific records as noted in details.

8.4 Records Management Program JAF Site

The inspector reviewed the site and corporate records management programs
to determine the progress made by the licensee toward full implementation
of ANSI 45.2.9-1974 to which the licensee is committed by the end of 1984
in letter JPN 80-10, dated February 17, 1980. The inspector also in-
spected the program to determine the extent to which existing interim
procedures and commitments are being implemented. Some progress has been
made, but the program appears to be fragmented and lacks integration.

The inspector found that an Automated Records Management System (ARMS) is
being implemented to meet the requirements of ANSI 45.2.9-1974. However,
many documents for which there are no regulatory retention requirements
are being entered in the ARMS system while many other docaments, both of a
historical nature and of a routine daily nature, which must be retained
in accordance with Technical Specification 6.10, are not being entered in
the system. Among the latter types are initial, as well as recent,
preoperational test procedures, operating procedures, and radiation
surveys. It is noted that the Resident Manager has orally directed the
Operating Documents Coordinator to not enter certain unnecessary documents
in the ARMS. However, there is no formal directive defining what docu-
ments are not required to be entered and what documents must be f.ntered.
In addition, there did not seem to be any firm scnedule for entering
documents into the ARMS system.

The site Operating Documents Coordinator (ODC) who had only been assigned
to his present position since a recent October reorganization, had recog-
nized this problem and written a memorandum proposing what documents
should be placed in the ARMS system. This memorandum should be used as a
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starting point in developing a detailed plan for full implementation of
ANSI 45.2.9-1974 including definition of site - corporate interfaces. The
00C had also initiated procedure changes to reflect the recent reorgani-
zation.

The ODC told the inspectors that his staff had been cut from 12 clerks to
5. He felt that level would be adequate once the ARMS system is fully
implemented, he did not think he could meet the 1084 commitment with
his existing staff. The Resident Manager told the inspectors that the
staff reduction had been because of a lack of productivity but that he
would fully support staff expansion to meet commitments as the need for
additional staff materialized.

In relation to storage of records, the ODC stated that construction of a
vault to house radiographs and other documents which are not of good
enough quality to microfilm must begin soon to meet the JPN 80-10 commtt-
ment for completion by the end of 1983. This effort will also require
prompt action by site and corporate management. In the interim, Nuclear
Administrative Policy (NuAP) 4.2 and Plant Standing Order (PS0) No. 4
require that Department Superintendents maintain certain required records
and JPN-80-10 committed that these records would be maintained in the
relatively well fire protected steel and concrete administration building. 4

The inspector found that some Department Superintendents were not familiar
with record keeping requirements of NuAP 4.2, PS0-4 or ANSI 45.2.9 parti-
cularly in the areas of required indices and access control, and that some.

departmental records of which there are only single copies are being
stored in non-fire protected trailers rather than the administration
building.

The inspector also reviewed Quality Assurance audit SA 384 of the site
records management program and discussed it with Quality Assurance per-
sonnel. The inspector found that the audit did not reflect a thorough
understanding of the requirements of ANSI 45.2.9-1974, the licensee

. commitments in JPN-80-10, or the reality of the records management system
I as it exists on the site because it concluded, with the exception of a

minor NCA, that the program was acceptable and that the existing com-
mitments would be met. (An example of the ineffectiveness of a QA audit).

8.5 Records Management - Corporate
1

At the White Plains Corporate Office (WPO) the inspector interviewed'

Records Management personnel and toured the records storage area. The
licensee had recently hired two professional records management persons to
develop a centralized coordinated records management program and therefore

i there was not complete familiarity with the JAF records problem. The new
! corporate records manager prcvided a consultants study performed by

Tinsman Associates and a draft records retention schedule, and stated that
the next phase of the program was to select equipment, probably an Automated
Records Management System.

| -
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The WP0 office did not have extensive knowledge of the records management
requirements of ANSI N45.2.9-1974 and it was not apparent that JAF site
personnel had participated to any great degree in the Tinsman records
management study. WP0 personnel could not provide any departmental
objectives, goals or guidance from senior management to which they were
working. Nuclear Administrative Policy NuAP.4.4 established the require-
ment for a Records Retention Committee, but this apparently was never
implemented.

In summary, the WP0 organizations have not made a great deal of progress
in the resolution of the records management problem and apparently the
management attention the problem deserves, has not been forth coming.

During a tour of the records storage area, the inspector found that single
hard copy documents are being stored in non-fire-protected filing shelves.
Although indices are being maintained and documents appeared to be retrie-
vable, the indices do not meet the requirements of ANSI 45.2.9-1974.

Access to the records storage area is limited to records management
personnel. Though some records like Safety Review Committee documents.
and corporate Quality Assurance records are getting into the system,
there does not appear to be any coordination between the site and the
corporate office as to which office has record retention responsibility
for any particular type of document required by Technical Specifications
or ANSI 45.2.9-1974.

9. Committee Activity

9.1 Objective

The objective of this part of the inspection was to determine if the
Safety Review Committee (SRC) and the Plant Operating Review Committee
(PORC) were constituted and functioning in an effective manner.

9.2 Criteria

10 CFR 50.59
ANSI N18.7
Technical Specifications, Section 6.

9.3 Documentation Reviewed

The inspector reviewed the SRC manual, selected minutes of PORC and SRC
meetings, QA audits, and a report of a special audit conducted by a
consultant for the SRC.

9.4 Interviews / Meetings

| The inspectors interviewed selected managers serving as members of the
' PORC and SRC. In addition, personnel from design and technical services

organizations that interface with the committee were interviewed. Several
members of the NRC inspection team attended a station PORC meeting on
November 4, 1982 and a WP0 SRC meeting on November 10, 1982.
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9.5 Plant Operating Review Committee (PORC)

The membership, meeting frequency, and responsibilities of the PORC are
defined in JAF T.S. 6.5.1. Procedure AP 1.2 describes PORC activities and
directs PORC to review changes / modifications to the facility. A primary
concern of the inspectors was the PORC interface with the plant modifica- .
tion process.

A review of selected minutes of PORC meetings indicated that modification
packages were reviewed by PORC as required by AP 1.2 and WACP 10.1.6.
Minutes for meetings, during which modifications FI-80-16, FI 80-20, and
FI 81-05 were reviewed. This review and discussiens with personnel
revealed that the site responsible engineer generally presented the
modification to the PORC. This is a good feature. Further, since Depart-
rent Superintendents are members of the PORC, and the design modification
procedure WACP 10.1.6 requires departmental technical review before a
modification is reviewed by PORC, the PORC members have advance knowledge
of the modification and are thus well prepared to discuss it at PORC
meetings.

The inspector attended PORC meeting 82-089 on November 4,1982 at JAF. As
a general observation, the meeting was well run. The PORC chairman
(Resident Manager) assured efficient progress through the meeting agenda
without restricting discussion by the membership.

.

9.6 Safety Review Committee (SRC)

9.6.1 Organization

The reorganization of the Nuclear Generation Department established a
position titled Manager, Nuclear Safety Evaluation which essentially
is a sta.'f position reporting directly to_the Executive Vice Presi-
dent, Nuclear Generation. The position responsibility is basically
chairman of the SRC. JAF T.S. 6.5.2 specifies the regulatory re-
quirements imposed on the SRC.

9.6.2 SRC Audits

JAF T.S. 6.5.2.8 specifies that audit of facility activities shall
| be performed under the cognizance of the SRC.

,

i

i The inspectors discussed the SRC audit program with the SRC Chairman,
the SRC Vice Chairman, and the FitzPatrick Quality Assurance Manager,'

j While there is currently no procedure for this program in place, the
| inspectors reviewed draft SRC procedure 18.1 which covers the audit

program. The inspectors consider the heavy reliance on the Quality,

| Assurance audit program, which is procedure compliance - oriented
| rather than technical safety review oriented, to fulfill SRC audit

requirements, to be a weakness. To offset this weakness somewhat,
the inspectors did note that some independent audits such as fire
protection audits, Joint Utility Management Audits of the Quality

.
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Assurance Program, and a FitzPatrick management _ audit by the private
SRC consultant had been performed. The inspectors noted that the
1979 Joint Utility Management Audit (JUMA) of the FitzPatrick plant
al , expressed concern about the SRC's delegation of its independent
auait function to the Quality Assurance Department. J'JMA however,
found no evidence of SRC's failure to meet responsibilities as a
result of this delegation of responsibility. The response to the
JUHA finding did not address this audit concern and raises some
questions about the effectiveness of the SRC corrective action
system. Management also, had some concern about this and has
authorized an additional staff rember to support SRC. One of the
responsibilities of this staff member will be to track SRC open
items. (See paragraph 9.6.4).

The inspectors recognize the need for audits to verify compliance
with regulations and procedures. However, compliance does not
necessarily assure safety and there is a need for the SRC to have
inputs related to safety. These inputs are best obtained by indepen-
dent, safety / effectiveness type audits.

9.6.3 SRC Meeting

Several inspectors attended SRC meeting no. 10-82 on November 10,
1982 and verified that the membership, qualifications, frequency and
review process cet the Technical Specification requirements. During
the meeting, the inspectors observed good interaction and communica- ,

tion among committee members and noted that many items presented for
review received an in-depth discussion. In particular, the inspec-
tors were impressed with the detailed discussions on plant status,
NRC inspection reports, NRC Information Notices, and Safety Evalua-
tions.

The SRC includes as members a technical manager from Niagara Mohawk
(a sister BWR) and a consultant. These are positive features of the
SRC and provide objective, independent insight on safety issues.

9.6.4 SRC Meeting Minutes

Tile inspector reviewed the SRC meeting minutes for both scheduled and
special meetings for the period of January 1981 through October 1982
to verify the following:

Membership, meeting frequency and quorum for each meeting was--

as requir.1 by the Technical Specifications,

-- the SRC review responsibilities were consistent with those
delineated in the Technical Specifications, and

the SRC meetings were conducted with attendees'having sufficient--

expertise in the fields reviewed to assure an adequate review
was conducted.
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uuring this review, the inspector noted that many of the meeting minutes
were incomplete or lacked sufficient detail, making it difficult to verify
some of the SRC review and audit responsibilities were properly completed.
After discussing this with the SRC chairman, the inspector determined that
the licensee does not have the controls in place to ensure that no item
will be missed by the SRC in carrying out its review and audit responsi-
bilities. The SRC chairman acknowledged this and stated that he is
presently trying to fill an additional staff position. This new staff
member would provide an overview of SRC activities to ensure that the
SRC's review and audit responsibilities are properly completed.

In addition, the inspector noted that while documentation of many of the
previous SRC meeting minutes lacked quality, there has been significant
improvement in the content and detail of these records during the last few
months, most notably from meetings 07-82 and 08-82.

In reviewing the site-corporate SRC interface, the inspector noted that
the backlog of Safety Evaluations which require SRC review is approxi-
mately 35 for the years 1981 and 1982 according to the site computer
listing, but was only 5 according to SRC meeting 08-82 minutes. This
matter should be resolved.

10. Exit Meeting

The inspection team met with the JAF station staff on November 5, 1982 to.

discuss the findings relative to the site portion of the inspection. The
results of the corporate inspection were presented to corporate represen-
tatives at White Plains on November 10, 1982. Attendees at these exit
meetings are designated in Section 1 of this report.

4
-
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Exhibit 1

Documents Reviewed

A. Nuclear Administrative Procedures (NuAP) Manual

Number Title Date Revision

1.0 Corporate Policy Statement-Nuclear Safety 8/16/82 3
and Quality Assurance

1.1 Quality Assurance Program and Nuclear 8/16/82 3
Administrative Policies

1.2 Organization Responsibilities 8/16/82 4

1.2.0 Organization Charters 8/16/82 2

' '

Nuclear Generation Department -

Engineering Department -

Procedures & Performance Department -

Finance, Budget and Administration Dept. -

1.3 Changes to the Facility as Described 8/16/82 3

in the FSAR

1.4 Construction Management 8/16/82 1

1.5 Project Management 8/16/82 1

1.6 Authority - Contractor Interfaces 8/16/82 1

1.7 Authority - Nuclear Regulatory Commission 8/16/82 1

Interfaces

1.9 Safety Review Committees 8/16/82 1

1.10 Position Description Control 8/16/82 1

2.1 Policy and Policy Manual Control 8/16/82 4

2.5 Design Control 8/16/82 1

2.6 Modification Control 4/24/81 0

2.8 Operating License, Technical Specification 8/16/82 4

and Change Control

2.9 Safety Evaluations 8/16/82 3

2.10 Corrective Action Control 8/16/82 1

. . _ . _ ._ . . _ _ .
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Number Title Date Revision

4.1 Records Management - Headquarters 8/16/82 3

4.2 Records Management - Plant 8/16/82 1

. 4.3 Drawing Control 8/16/82 1

4.4 Document Control - Headquarters 3/27/81 0

4.6 Audit Participation - 8/16/82 3
Engineering / Operations

4.7 Audits of NuAP Implementation 8/16/82 3

5.1 Training 8/16/82 1

j B. Safety Review Committee Procedures
,

18.1 Audits (Draft)

C. Design and Analysis (DAP) Procedures
'

Number Title Date Revision

1.00 Organization Responsibilities 4/30/81 0i

|
3.02 Design & Analysis Task Initiation 4/30/82 1

| 3.04 Preparation, Decumentation, and Control
~

4/9/82 1

of Calculations

3.11 Independent Design Review and Verification 10/19/81 0

3.12 Control, Evaluation and Implementation of 8/21/81 0
Comments on Design Documents

3.18 Baseline Design Information 7/10/81 0

6.02 Control Evaluation and Implementation of 6/12/81 0
Changes to Design Documents

6.04 Drawing Control 1/15/82 2

6.05 Correspondence Control 11/30/81 0

Method for Transferring JAF Tracing from
Stone & Webster to PASNY Draft

L '~
~ '^~ ~ - - - '
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'D. Quality Assurance Manual

Number Title Date Revision

17.2.1 Organization 4/23/82 0

17.2.2 Quality Assurance Program 4/23/82 0

17.2.3 Design Control 4/23/82 0

17.2.10 Inspection 4/23/82 0

17.2.11 Test Control 4/23/82 0

17.2.15 Nonconforming Material, Parts or Components 4/23/82 0

17.2.16 Corrective Action 4/23/82 0

17.2.17 Quality Assurance Records 4/23/82 0

17.2.18 Audits 4/23/82 0

APPENDIX .

Number Title Date Revision -

17.2-1 Authority QA Organization Interface with Nuclear 4/23/82 0
Generation Organization

17.2-2 Authority QA Organization
'

4/23/82 0

17.2-3 Authority and Major Contractor Interface 4/23/82 0

17.2-4 Authority QA Organization & QA Related 4/23/82 0
Organizations

17.2-9 QA Personnel Qualification 4/23/82 0

E. Quality Assurance Procedures (QAP)

Number Title Date Revision

1.1 Quality Assurance Organization 7/15/81 0

1.2 Organization Interface-Major Contractors 7/15/81 0

1.5 Qualification Requirements, Duties and 7/15/81 0
Training of Auditors

2.1 Quality Assurance Program Scope 2/11/82 1

2.2 QA Program Status Reporting to Management 7/15/81 0

.._ . . _ . . _ _ _ _ _ . . _.

_
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2.3 Indoctrination and Training-Headquarters 7/15/81 0

2.4 Quality Assurance Program Assessment 7/15/81 0

2.4.1 Procurement Document Review 2/11/82 0

SECTION 3

THIS SECTION LEFT INTENTIONALLY EliPTY

5.2 Preparation and Processing of Quality 7/15/81 0
Assurance Program

7.1 Vendor Selection and Evaluation 7/15/81 0

7.3 Receiving Inspection 7/15/81 0

7.4 Vendor Evaluation 7/15/81 0

7.5 S: polier Qualification Utilizing the CASE 7/15/81 0
Register

7.6 Authority QA Participation in the CASE 7/15/81 0
Program

7.7 Contractor / Vendor Surveillance Inspection 7/15/81 0

9.1 Control of Special Processes 7/15/81 0

10.1 Inspection of Quality Related Activities 7/15/81 0

| 11.1 Test Control 7/15/81 0

16.1 Corrective Action Control-Plant 7/15/81 0

| 16.3 Corrective Action Control-Headquarters 7/15/81 0

18.1 Quality Assurance Audit Program-Plant 7/15/81 0

| 18.2 Quality Assurance for Contractors and Sub- 7/15/81 0
contractors

| 18.3 Audits of Major Contracters-Headquarters 7/15/81 0
l

18.4 Internal Audits-Headquarters 7/15/81 0

|

\

I

b -
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F. Work Activities Control Procedures (WACPJ
'

Number Title Date Revision

10.1.1 Procedure for Control of flaintenance 10/28/81 5

10.1.6 Control of Modifications, Component Changes, 7/7/82 6
and Safety and Environmental Impact Evaluation

Reports.
'

10.1.8 ARMS Implementation /0peration 10/31/79 0

10.1.9 Control of Incoming, Outgoing and Internal 9/29/82 4
Documents

G. Engineering and Design Procedure (EDP)

Number Title Date . Revision ,

1. Procedure for Design / Engineering Activities 11/5/81 0

2. Procedure for the Administration of Site 8/12/81 0
Engineering Calculations .

3. Design Verification Procedure 8/14/81 0

8. Control of Construction Documents 11/5/81 0

10. Engineering Change Requests . 11//19/81 0

H. Administrative Procedures

Number Title Date Revision
~

1.2 Plant Operations Review Commitee 10/27/82 8

8.1 Collection, Storage and Maintenance of Records

Maintenance Dept. Standing Order 3 8/24/78 1

I. Nuclear Generation Procedures (NGP)

Number Title Date Revision

1 Organization 6/23/2 2

4 Safety Classification and Evaluation 2/1/82 1

8 Bid Evaluation and Selection of Vendors 2/1/82 1

13 Indoctrination and Training 2/1/82 1

g _ _ .
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Number Title Date Revision

14 Conduct of Nuclear Support Division 2/1/82 ~1

17 Conduct of Nuclear Licensing Safety and 2/5/82 1

Evaluation

19 Preparation, Review and Processing 2/1/82 1

of Modification Packages

.

|

1

4

5

1
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